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Prologue 
 The 26th ASEACCU Annual Conference which was held in Hiroshima, Japan last 

August 23-26, 2018 was indeed very successful and this was largely due to the able 

leadership of Dr. Yuji Kawano, President of the Elizabeth University of Music in 

Hiroshima. Our sincerest thanks also go to the faculty, students, and staff of the same 

University for their warm and generous hospitality and for Prof. Yoshiaki Terumichi, 

President of Sophia University and the other Japanese Catholic Colleges and Universities 

for supporting this annual conference. 

 The theme of the conference Catholic Education and Peace Initiatives was very 

timely and the venue very appropriate since it was also about the same time in 1945 

during the Second World War that an American B-29 bomber dropped the world’s first 

deployed atomic bomb over the city of Hiroshima. What remains of the terrible attack 

was a bomb-dome which is a skeletal ruin of the former Hiroshima Prefectural Industrial 

Promotion Hall. UNESCO declared it as a world heritage site for it has become an icon of 

a robust and most destructive force ever created by humankind, but at the same time, 

the structure gives humanity hope to achieve world peace and the ultimate elimination 

of weapons that endangers humanity. 

 The peace memorial and the bomb-dome structure provided the best setting for 

participants to reflect on Peace and Hope. We always say that in war there are no 

winners, only losers, and this is true. Our Holy Father, Pope Francis, said, “To prevent 

continued cycles of violence, education must seek to promote peace and tolerance, not 

fuel hatred and suspicion. ... If we are to move away from violence as a means to solve 

disputes at home and abroad, we must work together to help young people learn how 

to deal with conflict creatively and nonviolently.” 

 The conference also provided an avenue to study and learn from each other as 

well as fostered what Pope Francis called a “contemplative gaze,” a kind of gaze that 

recognizes that all of us “belong to one family in which all have the same right to enjoy 

the goods of the earth, whose destination is universal as envisioned by the Church, 

guided by Peace and founded on the sense of justice. It is also a gaze of faith that allows 

us to see God dwelling in the houses of whom we considered others, in their streets and 

squares, thus, fostering solidarity with them, extending our fraternity, our desire for 

goodness, truth, and justice, we fulfill the promise of Peace. “ The conference also set a 

record by being attended by the most number of participants: 203 participants with 51 

institutions represented, which truly speaks of our genuine interest and our innate and 

innermost desire to achieve peace in the world and in ourselves. 

https://goo.gl/jYFGia                      http://aseaccu.org/ 

-Rev. Fr. Herminio V. Dagohoy, O.P. 

https://goo.gl/jYFGia
http://aseaccu.org/
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2018 ASEACCU CONFERENCE REVIEW  
Written by Elisabeth University of Music 

The 26th ASEACCU Annual Conference 

was held at Elisabeth University of Music, 

Hiroshima, Japan, as a host university, in 

cooperation with the executive committee 

from the Japan Association of Catholic 

Universities. The theme of the event was 

"Catholic Education and Peace Initiatives". 

About 200 participants from 51 

universities of 8 countries participated.  

The student program took place from August 21st to 26th with the faculty program following 

from August 23rd to 26th starting with a mini concert by the host university. Keynote lectures 

where delivered for the faculty participants while student participants attended lectures 

followed by reflection sharing. Participants of both programs had the chance to visit the 

Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park where they were able to hear testimonies from atomic bomb 

survivors which offered them food for thought on inner peace. Lectures and activities relating 

to the issues of peace education in the world and Catholicism were also conducted. 
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    Assumption University’ s Rector Rev. Brother Dr. Bancha Saenghiran and the Director  

    of the Office of International Affairs, Mr. Glen CHATELIER were guests at the Gala  

    Dinner on September 26, 2018  organized by the Belgians to commemorate the 150th  

    Anniversary of the Thai-Belgian Relations.   The  September 2018 dinner featured a  

    Dinner Cuisine served to King Boudoiun and Queen Fabiola of the Belgians by the  

    Court of King Bhumibol Adulayadej the Great,  on the State Visit by the Belgian King 

and his Queen in 1964.    As the only International catholic University in Thailand, Assumption University has hosted visits by 

Belgian Royalty, Ambassadors, Scholars and Cultural Troupes since 1995, and till date has collaborative programs and students 

from Belgium in a few of its academic programs. 

Activities 
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Assumption University of Thailand 

Assumption University Participates in the commemoration of the 150th Year of Thai-

Belgian relations 

The Assumption University Internal Quality Audit stamps the University with a High 

Quality Rating 

As the only University in Thailand with a comprehensive International Curriculum  

across the spectra of academic offerings Assumption University of Thailand was  

audited for its quality by a committee comprising of both external and internal auditors  

on November 1st and 2nd, 2018.  The two day exercise yielded a very fulfilling  

experience of the academic and support units sharing their best practices and areas  

for improvements.  The activity concluded with great satisfaction as all the  

stakeholders were of the same opinion that the Assumption university Academic services were moving in the right direction 

and that research endeavors by the Faculty and students were showing progressive signs of improvements. 

Atma Jaya Catholic University of Indonesia 

Alzi Center of Excellence and Healthy Aging Inauguration at Atma Jaya University 

Atma Jaya Catholic University of Indonesia (29/9/2018) held another Friday Coffee Break  

with a theme of Co-working Space Inauguration: Alzi Center of Excellence, which was held  

at Campus 1 Semanggi.  This event is collaboration between Medicine and Health Science  

Faculty of Atma Jaya and Alzheimer Indonesia Foundation. 

“Atma Jaya works together with Ministry of Health and Alzheimer Indonesia in providing  

supports, especially evidence-based support, for better dementia policy, as a good policy must  

be supported by a good research basis. The academicians of Atma Jaya can give contribution through research, education  

   and community service,” said Dr. dr. Yuda Turana, Sp.S., the Dean of Faculty of Medicine and Health 

   Science of Atma Jaya. 
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Atma Jaya Catholic University of Indonesia 

Atma Jaya Encourages Entrepreneurship in Millennials 

     Atma Jaya Catholic University of Indonesia encourages entrepreneurship  

     in millennials through Social Entrepreneurship Marketplace (SE  

     Marketplace). SE Marketplace 2018 lasted for two days, 16-17 October 

     2018 at Campus 1 Semanggi. 

     Through this program, Atma Jaya brings together institutions/  

     companies/ individuals looking for social entrepreneurship and partners  

     looking forward to giving their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)  

     funds. Moreover, as a marketplace, this event also lets social 

entrepreneurs meet each other so that various new cooperation and opportunities might happen. Therefore, not only 

financially, but SE Market 2018 also helps social entrepreneurs in building network. Social engagement requires a vast 

network. 

SE Marketplace 2018 emphasized three fundamental values: Innovate, Interact and Influence (I3). Being consistent with 

the primary goal of SE Marketplace last year, the big theme of this year’s SE Marketplace still referred to SDGs. The 

theme was also in line with the core value of Atma Jaya, which is Social Care. This year’s SE Marketplace was joined by 

25 participants, categorized into three: environmental, community empowerment, and healthcare. 8 companies also 

participated in this event as an expression of their concerns in social care and SDGs. 

Atma Jaya Yogyakarta University of Indonesia 

International Day 2018: Get the World Connected 

Universitas Atma Jaya Yogyakarta (UAJY) hold international day to  

celebrate 53th University Anniversary. In this program foreign students  

from 24 countries who study in UAJY are invited to display features  

culture and culinary from each country. International students also play  

Gamelan (Indonesia traditional instrument), sing Indonesia folksong and  

games. More than 950 students meet to exchange information and share experience to get the world connected. 

International Students Explore Historical Village 

    With support from Tourism Departement of Sleman Regency, Yogyakarta  

    Province, on November 2018, around 25 UAJY International Students joined 

    the footsteps of tourism and cruiser activities history of Kelor Village. Students 

    learn to make salted egg and tempe; visit a garden commodities as the main 

    product of the villagers; join physical activities such as outbound games and 

    river trekking. With join to this program, international students get to know  

    the life of the village community and enjoy the natural beauty of Indonesia. 
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    President Rodrigo Duterte conferred the 2015-2017 Philippine Quality Award (PQA)  

    recognitions to Holy Angel University (HAU) and other 15 organizations for their  

    commitment to quality and organizational excellence in a ceremony held at Malacañan  

    Palace's Heroes Hall last October 24. 

    In 2016, HAU, the only Philippine higher education institution designated as a National  

  School of Character by the Washington, DC-based Character Education Partnership, was the lone recipient of 

 the PQA's highest award for quality and organizational excellence. The PQA sets the standard of excellence to help 

 Philippine organizations in achieving world-class performance. Moreover, it serves as a template for  

  competitiveness based on the principle of Total Quality Management. P05 

De La Salle Araneta University of Philippines 

Holy Angel University of Philippines 

DLSAU Receives Recognitions from PRC and DLSP 

    De La Salle Araneta University received two recognitions in July and August 2018  

    from the Philippine Red Cross (PRC) and De La Salle Philippines (DLSP) for its  

    support of the organizations’ respective advocacies. 

    DLSAU received a Diploma of Service Award from the PRC last July 27 at the  

    PRC Tower in Mandaluyong City, for its “noble contribution to the advocacy and  

    mission of saving lives through blood donations”. 

    For its contribution to the Marawi 2.0: Pakapipiya Ka! We Are One Project,  

    DLSAU was recognized last August 24 by DLSP at La Salle Green Hills in  

    Mandaluyong City. For the said initiative, the university community was able to 

raise P27 000 which was wired last school year to La Salle Academy Iligan. Dr. Marie Allison Parpan, DLSAU Vice 

Chancellor for Students and Mission, and Mr. Gaela received the recognition on behalf of the university. 

DLSAU HOSTS CEAP-NCR’S BIDAHAN 2018 

The Catholic Educational Association of the Philippines–National Capital  

Region Student Leadership Committee (CEAP-NCR SLC) held its annual  

youth camp-convention, BIDAHAN, at De La Salle Araneta University last  

September 29–30. More than 30 Catholic schools around the region  

participated in the convention. 

The program’s theme for this year, BIDAHAN 2018: BIDA-Juan in the Changing  

Society, focused on making students socially, emotionally, physically, and spiritually aware and prepared of the impact that 

everyone may partake in caring for the world and its people.  

The first day of the convention featured resource speakers who discussed different aspects of student involvement in 

current events and societal transformative programs; The second day of the convention begun with a Eucharistic 

celebration that was presided by Rev. Fr. Nolan Que. PhD. 

Holy Angel University receives PQA award in Malacañan Palace 
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Providence University of Taiwan 

Saint Paul Institute-The Apostolic Vicariate of Phnom Penh of 
Cambodia 

2018 International Education Symposium Held by Providence University 

Providence University’s main purpose of this international symposium is to facilitate  

bridging through this event. Representatives in higher education from Indonesia,  

Thailand, Vietnam, and India are gathered to interact and share knowledge and  

experiences regarding to Taiwan’s New Southbound policy at Gratia Hall,  

Providence University. 

On November 15th, 25 representatives from ASEAN universities participated in  

this international education symposium along with 45 representatives from  

Taiwanese universities. Several topics were addressed by these speakers, including  

“Taiwan-ASEAN University Partnerships: Toward a Mutually Rewarding Cooperation”, “Bridging Asian Higher Education 

and Transnational Mobility Overseas”, “Innovation of International Collaborative Program” and “Best Practices of 

International Development.”  

During this symposium, representatives from each nation shared their best practices in response to New Southbound policy. 

Furthermore, this symposium contributed to collaboration between five universities successfully. Providence University also 

signed Memorandum of Understanding and Exchange agreement with six university rectors. 

Saint Paul Institute, CAMBODIA Successful Exchange Program between Saint Paul 

Institute(SPI), Cambodia and Ruaha Catholic University(RUCU), Tanzania about 

Cultural and Scientific from 20th October to 9th November 2018. 

     Social development addresses profound social problems,1 especially  

     poverty, unemployment and social exclusion, educations system, human 

     right, migration, political sustainability and poverty across a spectrum of 

     social and structural barriers instead of simply by income levels. 

     Cambodia society develop very fast not just in the capital city but all over 

     society. In fact, some big challenges still remain, however, such limited 

     access of people in remote area facing with health problem, education 

     services, not enough electricity, clean water to all villager. All of these 

mention above is keeping in master plan of government and organizations to  

join hand to develop society. 

Further more, In reflection, among 4 people from Tanzania and 4 students  

from SPI, had come up with their expression the same feeling and  

comprehension, in the light of new learning related to the education system,  

 social development and intercultural. We were so happy to learn  

 from each other through many pictures, had fun together, farewell  

  with a great of joy and meaningful. 
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Saint Paul University Philippines 

Soegijapranata Catholic University of Indonesia 

SPUP EXTENDS ASSISTANCE TO TYPHOON OMPONG VICTIMS 

St. Paul University Philippines Community Development Center Foundation,  

Inc. (SPUP-(CDFI), in coordination with the National Association of UNESCO  

Clubs in the Philippines (NAUCP, together with the ChildFund Philippines  

Emergency Response Team (ERT), extended assistance to the victims of typhoon  

Ompong, in the Municipalities of Luna and Flora, in Apayao Province, and in   

Barangay Bitag Gande,  in Baggao, Cagayan. In the span of 20 days, from  

Sept. 16 to Oct. 5, 2018, the team helped in the distribution of food packs, relief goods; conducted development sessions for 

adults and children. They also looked into the extent of damage caused by the strong typhoon to homes, infrastructures, 

irrigation facilities, roads and bridges, as well as to livestock and agricultural products. 

SPUP-CDCFI, ChildFund Phil undertake Community Development Projects 

     Sr. Merceditas Ang, SPC, SPUP President and Chairman of SPUP- 

     Community Development Foundation, Inc. (DCFI), and Mr. Federico Diaz-

     Albertini (Country Director, Child Fund  Philippines) inked a collaborative 

     agreement to implement the Child Protection, towards Development and 

     Community Transformation, of the ChildProTECT Project, in the Province 

of Apayao, particularly, the Municipalities of Luna and Flora. 

Child ProTECT Project is geared toward child protection - for the disadvantaged, secluded and underprivileged children and 

families of the Indigenous People (IP).  A training seminar was conducted for the Barangay officials  and Volunteers for 

orientation about the programs and services of said project. 

Soegijapranata Catholic University Accepting International Students for a One-year Special Program 

This year, Soegijapranata Catholic University (SCU) accepts nine international  

students for a one-year special program called Darmasiswa to study Indonesian  

Culinary and Traditional Herbal Medicine. The students comes from various  

different countries i.e. Spain, Mexico, Tunis, East Timor, Tajikistan, Saudi Arabia,  

Bangladesh, Slovakia and Papua New Guinea. 

In order to help the students get used to their new studying environment,  

International Office of SCU held an orientation session on Monday (4/9) which  

introduced them to SCU studying system, regulation, courses, schedule and the lecturers. “Darmasiswa students will stay 

in Indonesia for 10 months since September 2018 until June 2019. During this period, they will learn intensive Indonesian 

language in the beginning so that they have a strong foundation for their communication and adaptation. In addition, they 

will be acquainted with some theoretical knowledge of Indonesian Cuisine and Traditional Herbal Medicine. Afterwards, 

 they will have opportunities to practice their knowledge through some internships with local catering service  

  provider, traditional snack producer, and traditional herbal medicine producer,” said Stefani Amanda, 

the    head of International Office of SCU. 
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The Catholic University of Korea 

Universitas Katolik Widya Mandala Surabaya of Indonesia 

The 6th Annual Sharing of Love with the CUK Caritas Volunteer Corps 

    About 240 CUK students, faculty and staff members volunteered for the 6th annual 

    Sharing of Love with the ‘Caritas Volunteer Corps’ at Soongeui-dong, Incheon on 

    the 10th of November, 2018. More than 10,000 briquettes were delivered to  

    households suffering from the lack of winter heating, including senior citizens living 

    alone and recipients of basic living grants. The Catholic University of Korea  

    organized the 'Caritas Volunteer Corps' composed of students and faculty in 2015 to 

get a better understanding of the value of truth, love, and service, and to contribute to the community. Starting with 

volunteering at a nearby nursing home, the 'Caritas Volunteer Corps' has been carrying out various volunteer activities such 

as delivering lunch boxes for senior citizens, supporting poor teenage students' studies and distributing briquettes. 

CUK 1010 No Plastic Day Campaign 

The Catholic University of Korea held a 1010 No Plastic Day campaign in front of the  

central library at 5:00 pm on October 10, 2018. The campaign was designed to improve  

the campus environment and personal health, while also taking part in the Ministry of  

Environment's disposable cup use regulation. The ‘1010’ in the name of the campaign  

1010 No Plastic Day, is made up of October 10 (the day of the campaign), disposable (1) 

, and cup-free(0). To reinforce the meaning of the 1010 No Plastic Day campaign, volunteer students  

distributed eco tumblers with the university symbol printed on, to CUK students. More than 300 students attended the event 

and showed high interest. To raise more awareness, students were encouraged to use their personal eco tumblers in the 

school café to buy coffee or beverages, get a card stamped three times, and receive a university memorial teddy bear. 

Applying Innovative Approaches into Teaching and Learning 

Since the project was first presented in Indonesia at the campus of Widya Mandala Catholic University Surabaya 

(WMCUS) on November 25, 2015, the INDOPED team of Indonesian lecturers have practiced the teaching methods in 

their own classrooms, published research based on their practice and travelled around Indonesia to disseminate the 

innovative pedagogy. Recently, as it is getting to the end of the project term, the INDOPED team from WMCUS held 

     another Dissemination Workshop on the campus of WMCUS on  

     October 26, 2018. 

     INDOPED project is Modernizing Indonesian Higher Education with 

     Tested European Pedagogical Practices, involving collaboration  

     between five Indonesian universities and five European universities 

     under the coordination of Finland’s Turku University of Applied  

     Sciences (TUAS), as well as the organization Southeast Asian  

     Ministers of Education Organization Regional Open Learning Center. 

 INDOPED focuses on the development and implementation of innovative teaching and learning  

  methods under the full grant from the European Commission (Erasmus+). 
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University of San Agustin of Philippines 

University of Santo Tomas-Legazpi of Philippines 

University of San Agustin Research Team Goes Global 

University of San Agustin (USA), Iloilo City, Philippines has achieved global reach  

when it became a partner institution during the 2018 Bilateral Research Symposium  

last April 12 to 13 in Taipei hosted by Academia Sinica, Taiwan, one of the world’s  

most prestigious research institutes operating under the Office of the President  of  

the Republic of China.  As the first university in Western Visayas, USA showcased  

the Ilonggo research excellence during the two-day symposium. 

On April 24-26, 2019, USA will serve as host to the 2nd Bilateral Research  

Symposium and will welcome Academia Sinica scientists to Iloilo.  This partnership is envisioned to  

lead to productivity that has long-term positive impact on the quality of education that USA offers, which shall produce 

Augustinian graduates that are top-notch, world-class, and highly employable. 

UST-Legazpi excels in August 2018 Pharmacist Licensure Exam 

The first and only university that offers the Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy (BS Pharmacy) program in Bicol, University 

of Santo Tomas-Legazpi (UST-Legazpi) once again excelled in the August 2018 Pharmacist Licensure Exam. UST-Legazpi 

obtained a 96.97% overall performance surpassing the 69.21% national passing rate. 

With the graduates of the Batch 2017 now all licensed pharmacists, 32 graduates from Batch 2018 joins the list of Legazpi 

Thomasian pharmacists. 

UST-Legazpi commends the College of Health Sciences (CHS) particularly Dean Vicente B. Peralta, RN, MAN, BS 

Pharmacy Program Chair Priscilla M. Torres, Ph.D., faculty members, and staff for their unwavering commitment in 

ensuring that Bicol has high-caliber Health Sciences professionals. 

UST‐Legazpi strengthens Accountancy program through new professors 

             The University of Santo Tomas‐Legazpi (UST‐Legazpi) envisions itself to be a 

             leader in the Bicol Region when it comes to the field of Accountancy. In order 

             to actualize this vision, the University has new professors in the Accountancy 

             program of the College of Business Management and Accountancy (CBMA). 

             The Accountancy program is now under the guidance of the new program 

             chair, Assistant Professor Minerva O. Cruz, CPA, MBA. Asst. Prof. Cruz  

             teaches the course, Fundamentals of Accounting. 

             Another addition to the faculty lineup of the program is the guest lecturer, Asst. 

Prof. George R. James, CPA, MBA. He has more than 12 years of experience in courses like Auditing Theory, Auditing 

Problems, Financial Accounting and Reporting, and Theory of Accounts. James graduated at UST under the Bachelor of 

Science in Accountancy with the Latin honor, Magna Cum Laude. Meanwhile, his professional background constitutes  

     membership in the Philippine Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the National Association of Certified Public  

               Accountants in Education. Moreover, James is the founder and president of Learning Advancement Review  

    Center. Furthermore, he was the program chair of the BSA program for two years (2011‐2013) at UST. 
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Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages 

Xavier University of Philippines 

Xavier Ateneo builds 'tech-voc school for the poor' in Mindanao 

Xavier University - Ateneo de Cagayan has a new mission to fulfill — championing technical and vocational 

education in the Philippines. The Andrew L Gotianun Sr Center for Integrated Technologies (ALGCIT) Senior High 

School, an endowment from the Gotianun Foundation, provides Full Academic and Residential Scholarships to 

competent yet financially-disadvantaged youth. Xavier Ateneo’s ALGCIT aims to champion technical and vocational 

education, provide profitable employment options or entrepreneurial opportunities for its graduates, and contribute to 

the country's social and economic growth. For its inaugural year, 140 scholars, mostly from Northern Mindanao and 

neighboring regions, are enjoying the benefits of a Jesuit-Atenean tech-voc education. 

Building on the success of the 2017 Wenzao ICSEAS, Wenzao  

continued to host the 2018 Wenzao ICSEAS. The theme of this 

year was “Southeast Asia: Transition and Transformation”.  

The 2018 ICSEAS was held from 10/25-27 successfully. More 

than 120 scholars from 17 countries presented 107 topics ranging 

from regional cooperation, education, ASEAN, sustainability and 

migration, to economic issues and borders. 

Wenzao ICSEAS 2019 

The 2019 Wenzao ICSEAS entitled “Southeast Asia: Global vs Regional vs Local”. 

Conference Dates  : October 24-26, 2019 

Conference Venue : Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages, Kaohsiung, Taiwan 

We welcome you to Taiwan and Wenzao in October 2019 

More Info: MSEAS http://c058e.wzu.edu.tw/  ICSEAS https://goo.gl/6z3QNP 

ALGCIT is a highly specialized 3-year Tech-Voc Senior High 

School where the first two years are allotted for academics and 

coursework, while the third year is primarily for industry 

internship. ALGCIT puts its resources into honing the technical 

skills of the students in four globally in-demand specializations:  

      (1) Automotive Servicing, (2) Computer and 

      Electronics Technology, (3) Energy and  

      Power System, and (4) Mechanical  

      Design and Fabrication. 

https://sites.google.com/view/2018-wenzao-international-conf/home
https://sites.google.com/view/2018-wenzao-international-conf/home
http://c058e.wzu.edu.tw/
https://goo.gl/6z3QNP
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De La Salle Araneta University, Malabon City, Philippines 

 The institution was integrated into the De La Salle University System 

in 2002.  It specializes in veterinary medicine, food technology, and 

agricultural sciences.  It has a student population of 4,438 for SY 2017-2018.  

It likewise offers Basic Education, Senior High School, Tertiary Education 

(Bachelor’s), Master’s, and Doctorate Degrees, as well as Technical- 

Vocational Certificates.  De La Salle Araneta University is certified and 

accredited by the Philippine Council for NGO Certification (PCNC), 

Philippine Accrediting Association of Schools, Colleges, & Universities 

(PAASCU), Philippine Association of Colleges and Universities Commission 

on Accreditation (PACUCOA), Food Safety and Hygiene Academy of the 

Philippines (FoodSHAP), and Technical Education and Skills Development 

Authority (TESDA). 
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Contact the Association 
The Newsletter is published two times a year (Summer and Winter) by the Association of 

Southeast and East Asian Catholic College and Universities, and is issued to its members for 

free.  

Published by the Association of Southeast and East Asian Catholic College and Universities. 

EDITORIAL 

Executive Secretary of ASEACCU: Fr. Herminio V. Dagohoy 

Chief Editor: Shieu-ming Chou, President, Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages,  

                        Taiwan 

Managing Editor: Samuel C. Y. Ku, Vice President for International Affairs, Wenzao  

                                Ursuline University of Languages  

Executive Editor: Wen Pin Lin, Director, Center for Southeast Asian Languages Teaching,  

                               Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages  

Assistant Editor: Kai Otto Chang, Center for Southeast Asian Languages Teaching / Huang 

 Yu Wen, Graduate Institute of International Business and Intercultural 

 Management, Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages  

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

Articles, material for newsletter columns, and announcements are welcome.  

Please review the following guidelines when writing and submitting your article: 

 Individual articles must be no longer than 150 words  

 Prepare two to five photos (Include the image file names and 5 to 25 words image captions)  

 Include an appropriate and informative title for article  

 Authors must obtain written permission for any material beyond fair use excerpted from 

other copyrighted sources. Authors may also submit a pdf to clarify formatting. Articles 

may be lightly edited to match the newsletter style.  

Send all Newsletter material for columns to Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages  

E-mail: sl00@mail.wzu.edu.tw 

SUBMISSION DEADLINE 

30th April, 2019 

31st October, 2019 

IMPORTANT NOTICE  

The newsletter editor will review all articles and make changes for readability 

NEXT ISSUE 

June 2019 
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